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My SHOW ME THE MONEY GOAL ACHIEVER PROGRAM works for everyone and I
hope you use it for each and every one of your own goals.
This is the first task I ask of every single one of my new coaching clients:
Decide on one specific Goal such as: “I want to make $1000 more per week.”
Now Think-Test your goal:
• Do you believe you can achieve that goal?
• Are you willing to put in the time, effort and investment to achieve that goal?
• Do you feel you deserve that goal?
• Are you open to asking for help?
• Can you be open and flexible to change your habits, thoughts, actions and behaviors to
achieve your goal?
If you answered yes to all of these questions, congratulations! You can now move on to number
2 of my sure-fire “Show Me The Money” goal-setting program to achieving your goal.
Did you come up with a few NO’s? If you came upon a mind-block or a “no” to any of the above
think-test goal questions, then I recommend you ask yourself why. This exercise may give you insights
into your success or failure with your prior goals. When you ask yourself why, you might acquire the
answers and clarity so you can change your habits and succeed better next time - or this time. Change
happens with every goal set and accomplished. You’ll be a bigger winner each time you set and achieve
a goal!
Draw a nice picture of a dollar sign and pin it to the wall wherever your workspace is. You
can buy a cardboard or a vintage dollar sign; or cut one out of a magazine. Pick a dollar sign that you like
and one that you could stand to see every day pinned or taped to the wall. This Dollar sign will represent
your goal.
“But I don’t want my goals to be ‘all about money.” “I don’t want to be a superficial person.”
I’m an artist and I never used to “chase the money.” But, after many years of learning how to set
money goals and every goal, I’ve realized that most of my goals took money to achieve. And yet: “it’s
never really about the money.”

Most The MONEY part of your GOAL and the DOLLAR SIGN is simply a symbol that represents
more freedom, more time, a vacation, a couch, a new wardrobe or more money to put back into the
economy or to share at will. With all of the money I’ve made in my life I have only become more giving,
more spiritual and more thankful. It’s never really about the money.
So yes, you must use a dollar sign. You can always quantify when you reach a money goal.
You can trust your integrity where it concerns money and I invite you to question any resistance
you might have to attaining it. There is enough money in the world for all of us to be prosperous. I don’t
worry about who has more than I do, or who has less. I only have my own monetary goals and that is all
I have to work on. A good book to read on this philosophy is called The Soul of Money: Reclaiming the
Wealth of Our Inner Resources by Lynn Twist.

click here

By taking a dollar sign and pinning it to a wall and making it represent what
you want it to be is a very powerful tool. I invite you to try it. Don’t cheat. It has
to be a dollar sign and you have to put it on your wall.
Now write a date on that dollar sign: State clearly when you want to achieve that goal.
In a notebook you can now begin to GOAL LIST. List all the tasks you need to do to achieve
your goal as well as a few items that you think you might need to know. List all the people you think you
will need to help you to achieve your goal. You should also put a date on each item on your Goal List so
you have an idea when you will actually do the task, read that eBook, or call on that special person to
help you achieve that goal.
• List the tasks you need to do to reach your goal
• List the people who might help you achieve your goal
• List what you don’t know and write down what you think you need to learn
Your Goal List is your action list. A Goal List takes all of the chatter and thoughts out of your
head so you won’t have to worry about your goals while on your path to achieving them. A Goal List also
gives you a view of when you will do each your tasks, your calls and research. A Goal List offers you a
way to see when you are getting behind or ahead or closer to your goal.
Goal Lists take the pressure off your mind about your goal: There is no need to worry because
you will just follow your schedule of your Goal list. Please know that you may get behind in your
schedule. Life happens, we get sick, overwhelmed and we have families to attend to. A Goal List is your
friend and, for every task you do on that list, you should give yourself a “GOALED STAR” and feel good

about moving ahead and towards your goal deadline. The task’s dates on your Goal List will also be able
to tell you if you are going to need to change the target date of your actual Goal.
To change your Goal List Date or your Goal Date can be a very important practice. It can show
you how much pressure you put on yourself. You have the ability to “adjust,” to forgive and move on, or
learn to become a more “go-with-the-flow kinda guy/gal.” You can see why you constantly put off your
goals and tasks; as well as illuminate what your distractions and triggers that keep you from your goals,
past and present.

The object of this Goal Setting practice is to
achieve your goals and “to win.” But, without each step of this Goal Setting process, you might achieve
the goal but you won’t be gathering all the tools, partners and personal insights which would make the
next goal easier to achieve.
TIPS:
1. One Dollar Sign for each goal such as in “more money per hour,” “a Hawaiian
Vacation,” “being a better parent,” “learn guitar.”
2. You can cut out or draw pictures which represent parts of your goal and pin them to
your dollar sign or put them in your Goal List notebook.
3. You can print out your Goal List and pin it to your dollar sign.
4. If your dollar sign is visible to family members or friends, try keeping your goal to
yourself and sharing it with only the people who can help you with your goal. Your
dollar sign is your baby and you don’t want anyone to pick on that baby until it has
“matured” a bit. Your dollar sign can be your own mysterious secret!
5. You may and should have more than one dollar sign and more than one single goal.

click here
What happens when you achieve your goal? You get to retire that dollar sign on the wall.

Your dollar sign has done its job. It helped you to stay on track and, hopefully, your retired dollar
sign has made achieving your next goal that much easier. Now it’s time to celebrate, rest, enjoy your
accomplished goal and to pat yourself on the back! Then you can pin another dollar sign to the wall and
do your Goal Think Test and make your Goal List. Onward!
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If your Goal List includes making more money, finding more clients or
expanding your brand awareness through social media, video, your website,
blogging or your email list: Please contact me. I love to help people achieve
their goals!
I can be your partner and coach to make sure you achieve your goals. I will
help you eliminate the learning curve. I will give you additional insights and
automation tools you never even knew existed.
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